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Key Information Document
PurposePurpose
This document provides you with key information about this investment product. It is not marketing material. The information is required by law to help you understand
the nature, risks, costs, and potential gains and losses of this product and to help you compare it with other products.

PrProductoduct
Product name/ISIN CSIF (CH) Equity Japan - unit class DB (the Product); ISIN CH0015408351; in unit class currency JPY

a unit class of CSIF (CH) Equity Japan (the Sub-fund)
a Sub-fund of Credit Suisse Index Fund (CH) (the Umbrella)

Product Manufacturer Credit Suisse Funds AG, member of UBS Group; Uetlibergstrasse 231, 8045 Zurich. Call +41 44 333 40 00 or visit www.credit-
suisse.com/fundsearch for more information.

Competent regulatory authority Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority (FINMA) is responsible for supervising Credit Suisse Funds AG in relation to this Key
Information Document

This document was prepared on 6 March 2024.

You are about to purchase a Product that is not simple and may be difficult to understand.

What is the prWhat is the product?oduct?
Type: This Product is a common fund qualifying as an ‘other fund for traditional investments’ in accordance with the Swiss Federal Act on Collective Investment
Schemes.

Term: This Product has no maturity date. The Sub-fund has been established for an indefinite period of time. The Management Company is entitled to liquidate,
merge or reposition the Product at any time unilaterally in case the Product can no longer be managed in the interest of the investors. The amount the investor will
receive upon early termination may be less than the amount invested.

Objectives: This Index Tracker Sub-fund is passively managed aiming to replicate the performance of the MSCI Japan (NR) Index. In order to achieve such aim, the
Sub-fund may use an optimized sampling strategy and invest mainly in a representative selection of equities and equity type securities and rights, including shares,
dividend-right certificates, shares in cooperatives, participation certificates, issued by companies which are part of the index. As compared to the full replication method,
the optimized sampling method may lead to lower transaction costs in the context of portfolio rebalancing, as well as to higher variability of the difference between the
return of the index and the return an investor in the Sub-fund receives. The Sub-fund may also invest in units of passively managed domestic and foreign collective
investment schemes, either exchange-listed or unlisted, that are compliant with the investment policy. The Sub-fund may also invest in derivatives (including warrants)
on the above investments.

Intended Retail Investor: This Product is intended for professional and institutional investors, as well as sophisticated retail investors with sufficient knowledge and
experience in collective investment schemes and similar products, an ability to bear an average investment loss, and a long-term investment horizon.

What arWhat are the riske the risks and what could I ges and what could I get in rt in reeturn?turn?
(A) Summary Risk Indicator

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Lower risk Higher risk

The risk indicator assumes you keep the Product for 7 years. The actual risk can vary significantly if you redeem at an early stage and you may get
back less.

The Summary Risk Indicator is a guide to the level of risk of this Product compared to other products. It shows how likely it is that the Product will lose money because
of movements in the markets. We have classified this Product as 4 out of 7, which is a medium risk class. Be aware of currency risk if your reference currency
differs from the currency of the Product. You may receive payments in a different currency, so the final return you will get depends on the exchange rate between
the two currencies. Investors shall note that the Product may be exposed to further risks such as operational, counterparty, political, sustainability and legal risks that
are not included in the Summary Risk Indicator. This Product does not include any protection from future market performance so you could lose some or all of your
investment.
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(B) Performance Scenarios

The figures shown include all the costs of the Product itself, but may not include all the costs that you pay to your advisor or distributor. The figures do not take into
account your personal tax situation, which may also affect how much you get back. What you will get from this product depends on future market performance.
Market developments in the future are uncertain and cannot be accurately predicted.
The unfavourable, moderate, and favourable scenarios shown are illustrations using the worst, average, and best performance of the Product / a
suitable benchmark over the last 12 years. Markets could develop very differently in the future.
The stress scenario shows what you might get back in extreme market circumstances.

Recommended holding period: 7 years

Example Investment: JPY 1,000,000

Scenarios If you exit after 1 year If you exit after 7 years
(Recommended holding period)

Stress
scenario

What you might get back after costs
Average return each year

JPY 315,432
-68.5%

JPY 216,539
-19.6%

This type of scenario occurred for an investment CSIF (CH) Equity Japan DB between 05.2015-05.2022.

Unfavourable
scenario

What you might get back after costs
Average return each year

JPY 762,417
-23.8%

JPY 1,307,453
3.9%

This type of scenario occurred for an investment CSIF (CH) Equity Japan DB between 02.2014-02.2021.

Moderate
scenario

What you might get back after costs
Average return each year

JPY 1,123,463
12.3%

JPY 1,742,424
8.3%

This type of scenario occurred for an investment CSIF (CH) Equity Japan DB between 10.2012-10.2019.

Favourable
scenario

What you might get back after costs
Average return each year

JPY 1,655,885
65.6%

JPY 2,500,907
14.0%

What happens if CrWhat happens if Credit Suisse Fedit Suisse Funds Aunds AG is unable tG is unable to pao pay out?y out?
The investor of this Product will not face financial loss due to the default of Credit Suisse Funds AG, as the assets of the Sub-fund are segregated and will not be hit
by any potential insolvency of the manufacturer.

What arWhat are the cose the coststs??
The person advising on or selling you this product may charge you other costs. If so, this person will provide you with information about these costs and how they
affect your investment.

CosCost ot ovver timeer time

The tables show the amounts that are taken from your investment to cover different types of costs. These amounts depend on how much you invest, how long you
hold the product and how well the product does. The amounts shown here are illustrations based on an example investment amount and different possible investment
periods.
We have assumed:
• In the first year you would get back the amount that you invested (0% annual return). For the other holding periods we have assumed the product performs as

shown in the moderate scenario
• JPY 1,000,000 is invested

If you exit after 1 year If you exit after 7 years
(Recommended holding period)

Total costs JPY 1,579 JPY 7,528

Annual cost impact (*) 0.2% 0.1%

(*) This illustrates how costs reduce your return each year over the holding period. For example it shows that if you exit at the recommended holding period your
average return per year is projected to be 8.4% before costs and 8.3% after costs.
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Composition oComposition of cosf coststs

One-off costs upon entry or exit If you exit after 1 year

Entry costs 0.0% of the value of your investment when entering. JPY 300

Exit costs 0.0% of the value of your investment before it is paid out to you. JPY 300

Ongoing costs taken each year

Management fees and other
administrative or operating costs

0.1% of the value of your investment per year. JPY 903

Transaction costs 0.0% of the value of your investment per year. This is an estimate of the costs incurred when we buy and
sell the underlying investments for the product. The actual amount will vary depending on how much we
buy and sell.

JPY 76

Incidental costs taken under specific conditions

Performance fees There is no performance fee for this product. n/a

HoHow long should I hold it and can I takw long should I hold it and can I take monee money out early?y out early?
Recommended holding period: 7 years

The recommended holding period is calculated based on the Summary Risk Indicator presented above. According to the investment objective as described above,
the Product is designed for long-term investment. The Product is an open-ended Product. The investor can sell their investment on a daily (on business days) basis.
Redemption fees will be charged at the level of the Product.

HoHow can I complain?w can I complain?
Any complaint regarding the person advising on, or selling the Product can be submitted directly to that person or bank. Any complaint regarding the Product or this
document can be submitted in writing under the following address: Credit Suisse Asset Management (Schweiz) AG, Client Service, WDID 31, P.O. Box, CH-8070
Zurich. Investors shall note that a complaint can be also addressed by e-mail to clientservices.amfunds@credit-suisse.com or visit website: www.credit-suisse.com.

Other rOther releelevvant infant informationormation
This Key Information Document does not contain all information relating to this Product. Further information about Credit Suisse Index Fund (CH), its prospectus and
its latest annual and semi-annual report, the current Product prices, may be obtained free of charge, in German language, from Credit Suisse Funds AG, the appointed
distributors or online at www.credit-suisse.com/fundsearch. There you can also find information on past performance from the last 10 years.

The calculations of previous performance scenarios, updated monthly, can be found at www.credit-suisse.com/fundsearch.

The information contained in this Key Information Document does not constitute a recommendation to buy or sell the Product and is no substitute for individual
consultation with the investor's bank or advisor. Any updated version of this Key Information Document will be published on: www.credit-suisse.com/fundsearch.
The custodian of this Product is: Credit Suisse (Schweiz) AG, Zurich
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https://am.credit-suisse.com/ch/en/asset-management/investment-solutions/fund-search/fund-detail.html/CH0015408351
https://am.credit-suisse.com/ch/en/asset-management/investment-solutions/fund-search/fund-detail.html/CH0015408351
https://am.credit-suisse.com/ch/en/asset-management/investment-solutions/fund-search/fund-detail.html/CH0015408351

